Resonance-enhanced Raman scattering from the molybdenum center of xanthine oxidase.
The molybdenum center of xanthine oxidase has been examined by resonance Raman spectroscopy. Making use of the long-wavelength absorption of the reduced molybdenum center in complex with violapterin (the product of enzymic action of lumazine), resonance Raman spectra were obtained using laser excitation at 676.4 nm. Several internal vibrational modes of violapterin were found to be resonance-enhanced, and a number of bands in the 250-1100 cm-1 range, presumably arising from vibrational modes of the molybdenum coordination sphere, were also observed. Upon substitution of 18O for 16O in the molybdenum coordination sphere, bands at 1469, 853, 517, 325, and 276 cm-1 exhibited shifts of 5-12 cm-1 to lower energy. By analogy to previous vibrational studies of Mo-O-Mo and Mo-O-R model compounds, the 853, 517, and 276 cm-1 frequencies were judged consistent with a labeled Mo-O-R linkage of the complexed violapterin. More importantly, the relatively small frequency shifts observed in these and other vibrations upon incorporation of 18O are very similar to those observed by others for 18O-labeled phenol and metal-phenolate complexes (Pinchas, S., Sadeh, D., and Samuel, D. (1965) J. Phys. Chem. 69, 2259-2264; Pyrz, W. J., Rue, L. A., Stern, L. J., and Que, L. J., Jr. (1985) J. Am. Chem. Soc. 107, 614-620) that model iron-tyrosinate proteins. The relatively small isotope-induced frequency shifts in multiple bands are thus interpreted as resulting from vibrational mixing of internal coordinates involving the oxygen atom with internal ring motions of the aromatic species. No oxygen isotope-sensitive bands were observed in the 900-1100 cm-1 region where Mo = O stretching modes typically occur. In agreement with the conclusions of previous workers (Davis, M.D., Olson, J. S., and Palmer, G. (1982) J. Biol. Chem. 257, 14730-14737) we interpret our results to indicate that the absorption band appearing upon complexation of violapterin with the molybdenum center of reduced xanthine oxidase is a molybdenum-to-violapterin charge-transfer band. These results, as well as several other lines of evidence, are consistent with direct coordination of violapterin to molybdenum in the charge-transfer complex via the 7-hydroxyl group (i.e. the hydroxyl group introduced into substrate by the enzyme). The Mo=O stretching mode of the complex is presumably not resonance enhanced because it is orthogonal to the charge-transfer electronic transition, suggesting that coordination of violapterin is cis to the oxo group.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)